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Bid # 21-095 Civic Literacy Books  
 

 

Questions & Answers  
 
The following question(s) have been raised by potential bidders. 
 

1. Items 6 & 28 appear to be the same title, but different quantities.  Are you looking for 5 copies of that title 
total or was there supposed to be a different title as one of those line items? 

Five copies are needed for this title. 
2. Item 14: We cannot find the title you requested, however there is a title "James Madison: Liberty's 

Advocate" by John Kaminski.  Is this the title you were looking for? 
Champion of Liberty and Justice - Kaminski, John - ISBN# 1893311651. 

3. Item 37.  There was not an author provided and we cannot locate anything with the title that was provided.  
We do have "Founding Fathers: Brief Lives of the Framers of the United States Constitution" by M.E. 
Bradford. Is this the title you need? 

United States Constitution by Founding Fathers. 
4. Line items 26, 29, 31, & 33 appear to be out of Print by the Publisher.  Can these titles be substituted? 

Titles should not be substituted.  If titles are not available, do not include on bid submittal. 
5. Do you have a binding format preference? 

No preference. 
6. Do you want hard copy text books or would an online database that provides information around this topic 

work as well? 
Hard copy books are required. 

7. Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin - what is the ISBN. 
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin by Benjamin Franklin. 

8. Land of Hope: 2 different editions with different price points.  Need either ISBN or the full title of the version 
you want? 

Land of Hope: An Invitation to the Great American Story - McClay, Wilford M. 
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